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MANUFACTURING METHODS FOR MEDIUM-VOLUME PRODUCTION OF PLANAR
DIELECTRIC ELASTOMER ACTUATORS
ABSTRACT
Ryan Christopher Little, MS
The University of Texas at Dallas, 2020

Supervising Professors: Robert D. Gregg, Chair
Yonas Tadesse, Co-Chair

Dielectric elastomer actuators (DEAs) are a class of synthetic muscles which can be used in
contexts such as robotics and powered prostheses, with the additional benefits of being lighter,
quieter, and requiring fewer components than their mechanical counterparts. Existing research in
this field focuses more on actuator design, modeling, and materials development than the method
by which they are fabricated. The manufacturing methods used in prior works are inappropriate
for a small lab that desires a reasonable degree of uniformity and precision; one-off manufacturing
of DEAs does not provide adequate precision, and an automated solution for high-volume
manufacturing runs is too expensive and takes up excessive floor space. This thesis presents a
manufacturing method which achieves reasonable uniformity at low cost for medium-volume
production. We found that by using readily available DEA materials and consumer-grade desktop
fabrication tools such as a 3D printer and an automated cutting machine, the issues inherent in
existing low and high-volume manufacturing methods are eliminated. Our method produced a
medium quantity of actuators at a low cost without the use of dedicated floor space and machinery,
and experiments showed that they functioned reliably in isolation and in assembly.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

In the field of robotic orthoses, synthetic muscle-type actuators are often used, due to their mimicry
of biological systems, inherent flexibility, and quieter operation. Lacking as many moving parts as
traditional actuators, these actuators have less mechanical vibration, allowing for a greater energy
efficiency.
Dielectric elastomer actuators (DEAs) are a type of synthetic muscle, based around using
a voltage field to temporarily physically deform a dielectric elastomer (DE). Removal of the
voltage field causes the elastomer to return to its undeformed geometry in a viscoelastic fashion.
This viscoelasticity is also present while the DEA is energized, leading to its functional treatment
as a variable-stiffness spring, with the stiffness proportional to the magnitude of the voltage field
applied.

1.1 Motivation
The goal of this project is to create an ankle-foot orthosis (AFO) based on DEAs to alleviate the
gait irregularities of patients with drop-foot [1]. Drop-foot is a muscular condition, commonly
caused by multiple sclerosis, in which patients lose explicit control of their tibialis-anterior, the
muscle more commonly described as the shin muscle [2]. This muscle acts as the primary method
of raising the foot, or angling it upwards, a motion called dorsiflexion. When this motion is unable
to be achieved manually, irregularities present themselves in the walking gait cycle, such as toe
dragging, or excessive thigh raising, a motion similar to tiptoeing or walking up stairs. Both
motions are damaging when done over a long period of time, due to the excessive wear brought
upon the muscular and skeletal systems. A suitable DEA-based AFO would be able to provide
relief to the patient.
Theoretically, a single DEA (described in the context of this work as a single-layer
actuator, or SLA) can generate any desired force, depending on the actuator’s scale. However, to
achieve the strength, speed, and range of motion required to fully replace a human’s tibialis
anterior, the necessary scale would be impractical, due to the size constraints of the human body,
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and the manufacturing capacity available. For this reason, we can take advantage of the DEA
property of being similar to a variable-stiffness spring [1] and include several in a parallel
configuration. Including several in parallel increases the load capabilities of the net system (full
actuator) but does not yet enable the full range of motion required. To achieve this, actuators are
placed in series with each other. The end-result is a grid of SLAs conjoined to augment both the
strength and range of motion capabilities.
The need for many actuators in this project is not solely derived from the physical
limitations of single actuators though. The manufacturing and handling of SLAs are delicate
processes, with a high chance of actuator failure. Because of this, many more SLAs are needed to
be manufactured than are required for the full actuator, in addition to those used for testing
purposes. A manufacturing process is needed to accommodate this volume of units desired.

1.2 DEA Background
Dielectric elastomer actuators rely on the property of dielectric elastomers to permit a voltage field
through the material without breaking down, and their ability to deform elastically. These
properties are utilized by adhering flexible electrodes to the parallel faces of a sheet of dielectric
elastomer. The electrodes act as a parallel-plate capacitor, with a gap distance g equal to the
thickness of the undeformed elastomer. When a voltage is applied, a compressive force between
the electrodes results based on the following relation:
𝜖𝐴𝑉 2
𝐹=
,
2𝑔2
where 𝜖 is the material permittivity, A is the overlapping area of the electrodes, and V is the applied
voltage. This compressive force results in an elastic deformation of the constant-volume elastomer,
increasing the length and width of the thin sheet. All other things equivalent, decreasing the gap
size will also decrease the required voltage to achieve the same compressive force, and therefore
the same deformation. In this way, it is beneficial to have an elastomer which is as thin as
reasonably possible, to reduce the operating voltage. The compressive force in this relation
increases as the area increases, which itself is a result of the existing compressive force. In this
2

way, the applied voltage can be treated as softening the elastomer via a negative stiffness
mechanism [1].
The isotropic softening in response to the applied voltage can be constrained in order to
control more precisely the actuation direction [3]. This is commonly achieved through the
application of width-constraining fibers, adhered to the elastomer. These restrict the softeninginduced deformation at the contact point of the fibers and the elastomer.
Once the width-constraining fibers and pliant electrodes are applied, the DEA can be treated
mechanically as a variable stiffness spring in the direction orthogonal to the fibers. Viscoelastic
effects are present in the DEA, however. When a loading upon the actuator is applied, it will
rapidly extend in an elastic manner, followed by a slow decay in both the loaded and unloaded
cases.

1.3 Related Work
Existing research is present in terms of quantifying dielectric elastomer actuator performance in
various cases. Though not the specific focus of most publications, important knowledge can be
gained in terms of manufacturing processes used in generating the specific geometries studied.
This knowledge helped to guide the progression of our manufacturing method by providing
inspiration for techniques to simplify and adapt to our situation.
As mentioned in section 1.2, it is beneficial to have as thin a dielectric elastomer as
possible, in order to reduce the required operating voltage. In many cases, a significant portion of
the manufacturing challenge lies in the choice to manufacture a custom dielectric elastomer.
Casting [4], pad-printing [5], spin-coating [6], and even 3D printing [7] silicone and
photopolymers [8] have all been utilized in the context of DEA research. Though the improved
control over DE properties is certainly beneficial, we deemed the additional time, effort, and cost
required to implement solutions such as these to be an ineffective use of time, when compared to
purchasing a dielectric elastomer, such as 3M’s VHB (Very High Bond) 4905.
When width-constraining fibers are used, they are usually relatively static elements
comprised of simple materials, such as nylon [9], carbon [10], or glass [11]. However, work has
been done in examining the use of shape memory polymer width-constraining fibers in regards to
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dynamically modifying DEA properties [12]. The context and scope of this work did not
necessitate modifying actuator parameter at this level, and so attempting this method, with its
associated expenses for custom-manufacturing the shape memory polymers, was not pursued
further.
Various methods of creating the compliant electrodes have also been utilized as well. Pad
printing a carbon powder-based ink [5] [12] [13] is one common solution, as excessive force in
electrode application is dangerous. With even less pressure on the DE, spraying carbon powder
over a mask [6] is an alternative as well. Finally, liquid electrodes have been used, both in the form
of carbon used in liquid silicone (prior to curing into an elastomer) [14] and in liquid metal
electrodes [15], which have low electrical resistance. For its ease, however, smearing carbon
powder on an adhesive DE [16] was used in our method.
Some works were focused on utilizing nontraditional manufacturing methods to determine
viability. In order to achieve DE thickness on the order of 3 µm, pad printing of the DE itself has
been implemented [5]. At this thickness, an actuation strain of 7.5% was achieved at a mere 245
V, significantly lower than common operating voltages for DEAs. Others focused on 3D printing
the DE rather than spin-coating, casting, or purchasing [7] [8]. Kim et al. utilized direct-print
additive manufacturing (DPAM) to print both the DE and the electrode from the same tabletop
multi-material system [7]. Rossiter, Walters, and Stoimenov were able to print DEs with layer
heights of 29 µm, and found that with a silver grease electrode, upwards of 6 kV was able to be
applied [8]. The cost of implementing systems such as these in our manufacturing method was
prohibitively high.
As the effective stiffness of DEAs can be controlled by the voltage applied, they can be
treated as variable-stiffness springs, with their stiffness adding linearly when assembled in parallel.
This parallel assembly often takes the configuration of stacking DEAs. Stacking has been done
with rectangular DEA geometry to achieve lateral actuation [14], as well as with circular geometry
to achieve axial actuation [16]. Distinct DEAs can be manufactured and assembled after the fact,
or a single DE can be folded repeatedly as electrodes are applied between each folding operation
[17] [18]. As will be discussed later, we opted to utilize stacked actuators, with the additional
requirement that the assembly can be disassembled, to assist with repair.
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Many of the DEA manufacturing methods discussed so far utilize large, expensive, and
specific-purpose machines to fabricate either the elastomer or fibers, or to apply various DEA
elements. Although specific pricing information is difficult to find in regards to the various
machines mentioned, a conservative estimate puts some of the more costly tools used such as the
Teca-Print TPM-101 pad printer, Eden 350V 3D printer, and Scrypt 3Dn DPAM printer at several
thousand dollars in price. Automation has been further extended as well, with entire systems being
created to mass-manufacture custom DEAs [17] [18] [16]. One has even claimed to be able to
produce a single layer DEA in approximately 5 minutes [6]. A significant benefit to the use of
these large machines, in addition to the elastomer control, is the precision with which various DEA
elements are applied. For example, spraying the carbon grease electrode over a mask, rather than
smearing the grease by hand significantly improves uniformity from DEA to DEA.
When precise automated methods such as these are unavailable however, manufacturing
an elastomer with desired properties takes priority over the precise element application, as often
only low-volume manufacturing runs are done [9] [10]. Though methods such as these are certainly
more cost-effective than the larger-scale methods discussed earlier, their lack of uniformity of
element application presents problems when trying to implement in the context of stack actuators
for an AFO. A particularly impactful instance of this, for example, is the problem of active area
misalignment. For portions of the DEA where the active areas do not overlap, friction can be
introduced, negatively affecting the overall performance. Having a manufactured batch of DEAs
be appropriately uniform is important for the quality of a stack actuator [16].

1.4 Research Question
The majority of existing research on dielectric elastomer actuators utilizes DEA manufacturing
methods suited either towards low-volume (1-10 units) or high-volume (500+ units) production
runs, so there is a lack of reasonable options for medium-volume (10-100 units) manufacturing.
Low-volume DEA manufacturing methods are cheap, fast, and simple, but lack uniformity. Highvolume methods are comparatively ill-suited towards smaller labs, due to price, setup time, or floor
space restrictions. In this paper, we describe and analyze the evolution of our manufacturing
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methods intended for medium-volume manufacture of uniform planar stack-actuators intended for
small labs, utilizing consumer-grade CNC-produced manufacturing and alignment tools.

Table 1: Summary of related manufacturing methods

Elastomer

Fabrication

Electrode

Application

VHB 4910

Purchase

Graphite
powder

Smearing

VHB 4905

Purchase

Carbonblack with
PDMS

Pad printed

Rectangular
single layer

Silicone/PUR

Purchase

Graphite
powder

Spraying

Stacked
rectangular
layers

Pad printed

Circular
single layer

Mask +
casting

Stacked
rectangular
layers

Pad printed

Conical
zipping

Carbonblack
elastomer
composite
ink
Graphite
powder +
silicone
Carbonblack +
silicone

Geometry
Stacked
circular
layers

Silicone

Pad printed

Silicone

Casting

Silicone

Casting

Photopolymer

Acrylic-based
photopolymer
3D printing

Silver
grease

Hand
application

Circular
single layer

PDMS

Spin coat

Graphite
powder

Spraying

Stacked
rectangular
layers

PDMS

DPAM

Carbonbased
conductive
ink

DPAM

Helical

PDMS

Thin Film
Applicator
(ZUA 2000
Universal
Applicator)

Liquid
GalliumIndium

"Painted" with
elastomer
tipped 3Dprinted pen

Curved
cantilever
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Other
Fully
automated
machine
Shape-memory
polymer widthconstraining
fibers
Fold material
on top of itself,
large machine
TPM-101,
Teca-Print AG,
DE cured
80°C, 1hr
New DE layer
cast directly on
top of previous
Separated
electrodes for
"zipping"
90 µm thick
DE, Eden
350V by Objet
Geometries
New DE layer
cast directly on
top of previous
Multi-material
DPAM w/ 3Dn
quad-head
nScrypt + nTip
EGaIn has
higher
conductivity
than carbonblack

Reference
[16]

[12]

[18]

[5]

[14]

[4]

[8]

[6]

[7]

[15]

CHAPTER 2
DESIGN

The requirements for the design of our dielectric elastomer actuator system were determined based
on body geometry and weight. The overarching goal was to create an orthosis using a minimally
obtrusive DEA system to angle a patient’s foot upwards, leading to the decision of connecting a
linear actuator between the patient’s shin and foot.

Figure 1: Representation of desired AFO configuration

The approximation used is shown in Figure 2. The length a is equal to the height from the ankle
up to the attachment point for the orthosis on the shin, and the length b is the distance from the
ankle to the foot connection point. The angles θ and β represent the angle by which the foot is
raised, and the angle to the shin, respectively. The law of cosines can be utilized to determine the
length of the required actuator, c, assuming all else is known.

Figure 2: Free body diagram of a foot being suspended by the AFO
The foot’s mass and position will need to be taken into account when determining the tension
required to support and raise it. Balancing the foot’s weight W at a center of mass position e away
from the ankle by a tension T applied allows for the determination of T with:
7

𝑇=

√𝑎2 +𝑏 2 −2𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃)
𝑎𝑏

× 𝑊𝑒. [1]

Since this is only a function of θ for constant a, b, W, and e, the maximum tension required during
normal operation can be determined by establishing a maximum value for the foot angle θ [1]. In
a normal walking cycle, θ ranges between +10° and -20° [19]. It is at this -20° that the maximum
required tension will occur.
Dielectric elastomer actuators and their mechanical properties are inherently scalable [20].
In theory, a single DEA could be created to lift significant loads. There is, however, a practical
upper size-limit on the DEA size manufacturable with the resources present to this lab. We were
effectively limited to a planar DEA with length and width on the order of 10 cm. We elected to
create many smaller actuators and join them together.
Although other DEA system configurations have been documented and researched, such
as stack, extender, bi/unimorph, diaphragm and tube [3], a rectangular “extender” configuration is
used here, in order to minimize the overall actuator volume and reduce obtrusiveness. Since a
single DEA at this size on its own cannot provide the required force to match the calculated Tmax,
they must be used in a parallel configuration, taking advantage of their similarity to variablestiffness springs mechanically. It is this requirement for a parallel configuration of DEAs which
proves to be the driving factor for design considerations. When 35 SLAs in parallel are needed to
achieve the lifting force for a human foot, even small increases in thickness can have significant
impacts on the overall actuator’s thickness, which is desired to be as thin as possible to reduce
bulkiness.
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2.1 Material Selection
There are three primary materials required fundamentally in a width-constrained dielectric
elastomer actuator: the elastomer, the width-constraining fibers, and the electrode.

Elastomer

Figure 3: VHB 4905 roll used for dielectric elastomer
We chose to use 3M’s VHB 4905 for the elastomer. This material has the benefits of being
available at reasonable price and is appropriately flexible. Additionally, it has a high electric
breakdown strength, which increases further as the prestrain increases [2] [21] [22]. This high
breakdown strength is beneficial due to its ability to withstand the high voltages (on the order of
3kV) required for our selected geometry. Finally, VHB is beneficial due to its inherent adhesive
property. This eliminates the need for a step where an additional adhesive is applied [9] during
DEA manufacturing, as additional elements can be deposited directly onto the elastomer, such as
the width-constraining fibers, electrode, and supplemental elements.

Width-Constraining Fibers

Figure 4: Kapton polyimide adhesive tape used for width-constraining fibers

We selected Kapton polyimide tape, shown in Figure 4, for use as width-constraining fibers for
reasons similar to those for the elastomer. It is readily available as a low-cost material at a variety
of small thicknesses, with a high dielectric strength suitable for the voltages required in this
9

application. Initially, 4 mil thick tape was used for the fibers, but eventually was replaced with
Kapton of 5 mil thickness after a modification to our original material’s source.
The property that makes this material most suitable for the purposes of width-constraint is
its stiffness at the low thicknesses available. Other related materials such as UHMW, Nylon, and
PVC were tested at points during the project, but none had the same stiffness as Kapton. This
stiffness is important not just to constrain relaxation in the width-direction when a voltage is
applied to the DEA, but also to resist the initial pre-straining, ensuring flatness of the actuator and
therefore stack-ability.

Electrode

Figure 5: Carbon powder used as flexible electrode

The final element required for the fundamental operation of a width-constrained DEA are the
electrodes comprising the plates in the parallel plate capacitor comparison. Although alternatives
were considered, by far the best choice for the resources available was utilizing a carbon powderbased electrode (US Research Nanomaterials, #US1058), applied directly on the adhesive surface
of the VHB elastomer and Kapton fibers.
This is by no means a comprehensive list of every aspect of the DEA design implemented;
that list will be detailed in the following section. Rather, the material selections listed above proved
a starting point for the evolution of the DEA design as it was iteratively optimized both for AFO
functionality, and for manufacturability.
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2.2 Supplemental Elements
The design of our width-constrained DEA included elements in addition to those fundamentally
required for basic operation. These elements were chosen for inclusion in order to reduce actuator
failure rate, and improve the ease of handling, and were included in the design over the course of
project.

Mounting Endplates
Arguably the most important of all supplemental elements in our design is the mounting endplate.
This component serves as an attachment point between actuators and external hardware. As the
elastomer base used is delicate at best, a hardier attachment point is critical to allow for repeated
testing and handling.
Over the course of this project, the endplates as components changed significantly. Their
first iteration was two 2 mm thick plates of 3D printed ABS plastic sandwiching the VHB
elastomer. These remained until the point that the testing of parallel actuators began, at which point
the endplates were reduced to a thickness of 1 mm. Finally, the endplates were fashioned out of
the same Kapton tape as the width-constraining fibers as the thinnest option.
The additional benefit of using Kapton for the endplates was its adhesive backing. Placed
on the elastomer adhesive-side upwards, additional elements could easily be adhered in a fixed
position. Since post-assembly maintenance of the full actuator was anticipated, an additional
endplate was placed, with the adhesive side downwards, to prevent parallel actuators from
adhering to each other.

11

Electrode Leads

Figure 6: Earliest method of applying voltage via clip, copper tape, and conductive fabric

DEAs function by applying a voltage field across the dielectric elastomer. After application of the
parallel electrodes, an external power source must still be connected. Early in the project, this was
achieved simply by clamping conductive fabric into high-voltage lead alligator clips and touching
the opposing DEA electrodes. Once it came time to begin stacking actuators, this solution was no
longer viable.

Figure 7: First attempted three-layer actuator, with conductive thread leads

Initially, conductive thread was used to deliver power to the carbon powder electrodes, shown in
Figure 7. This was selected to provide a flexible, non-intrusive conductive path. The tips of the
conductive thread that were contacting the electrode were frayed, in order to aid in contact quality.
The free ends extending past the endplates were on opposing ends of the width of the DEA, to
remain electrically isolated. However, once the thickness of each DEA came into question, a
thinner solution was needed, to eliminate significant bulging.
12

Figure 8: Final electrode lead design

Rather than using a conductive thread of ~0.25 mm thick, we instead opted to use conductive
graphene sheets (McMaster Carr, #1334N1), on the order of 35 µm thick, shown in Figure 8 as the
lighter gray vertical rectangle. Though delicate, this material proved a useful solution, as its
thickness was no longer problematic in a many-layered actuator. A new need arose though, with
the inability of this material to safely be contacted with either great force or significant repetition.
Extending the electrode lead took the form of copper tape, shown in Figure 8 as the copper
colored rectangle in the middle. Small rectangles, similar in size to the graphene leads themselves,
were adhered to the Kapton mounting plate. Overlapping the graphene, this copper tape served as
the external electrical contact point for each actuator, with a significantly lower risk of accidental
tearing due to handling. The contact between the copper tape and the graphene sheet was achieved
via pressure in the stacked final assembly. The copper tape was well-adhered to the Kapton
endplate, and no accidental removal was observed.

Actuator Edge-Lining
The final element of our DEA design was one implemented to prevent parallel actuators from
adhering to each other in assembly. It is beneficial to not extend the electrode all the way to the
edge of the actuator, to reduce the likelihood of failure by arcing. This leaves exposed elastomer,
which in the case of VHB, translates to exposed adhesive.
When actuators are assembled in parallel, they are necessarily close together. It was found
that actuators had a relatively high chance of sticking together undesirably, such as fibers sticking
to VHB, or fibers sticking together in a misaligned orientation. Any adhesion of this form reduces
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the overall performance by inhibiting the full range of motion. To prevent undesired adhesion, an
edge-liner was introduced to cover up the last remaining open adhesive surfaces on the DEAs.

Figure 9: First actuator with powdered sugar edge-lining applied

This took the form of gently applying powdered sugar to the edges of each actuator in the
assembly phase. Although other materials have been used, such as micro glass spheres [10], the
powdered sugar was deemed appropriate due to its availability and non-damaging properties, such
as its softness and lack of electrical conductivity.

2.3 Alternatives Considered
Throughout the iterative design improvements in this project, fundamental design alternatives
were considered as solutions to issues that arose.

Fiber Width
Although width-constraining fibers are placed to maintain the pre-strain in the width direction, this
is only strictly true in the elastomer immediately in between fibers on opposite sides. The elastomer
between fibers retracts inwards slightly, attempting to return to its initial, undeformed state. When
the space between fibers is greater, the elastomer retracts even further inwards. This proved to be
a property which reduced the shelf-life of early DEAs. As the actuators sat for long periods of time
(over the weekend, for example), the inter-fiber elastomer would retract further and further,
inadvertently bringing the electrodes on the opposite sides closer together. This increased the
likelihood of arcing across the edge of the actuators dramatically, resulting in many premature
failures.
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Figure 10: 3 mm FW SLA (left) compared with 1- and 2-mm FW SLAs (right)

To address this, variations in fiber width (FW) were considered. It is important to first
define “active area” as it relates to DEAs. The active area in a DEA is the area which is allowed
to deform. In this case, it is the VHB between the width-constraining fibers. Note that the area
underneath the fibers is not strictly active, as it is assumed that it cannot deform due to fiber
adhesion.
Reducing the fiber width but increasing the number of fibers (in order to maintain a
constant active area) also reduces the gap between fibers, and therefore the amount of retraction
that occurs, shown by the skinny regions of free VHB on the edge of the 1 mm actuator on top of
the stack in the right of Figure 10. Note in this figure how far the edge of the VHB between the
fibers is from the electrode, especially when compared to the 3 mm FW SLA. The original fiber
configuration was 8 fibers at 3 mm, and so alternatives of 2 and 1 mm were considered, needing
12 and 24 fibers, respectively. Several DEAs were manufactured and tested in these
configurations. Fortunately, it was found that the differences in actuator performance between the
various fiber widths was negligible. Both of the new fiber widths effectively eliminated the failures
due to elastomer creep as well. This led to the decision to move forward with 12 fibers at 2 mm
width, due to the relative difficulty of manufacturing 1 mm fibers reliably.
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Zero Pre-stretch Elastomer
Pre-stretching the elastomer in DEAs is an important step, as it has three-fold benefits. First, the
thickness is reduced, allowing for a lower required operating voltage. Second, the electric
breakdown strength is improved, as mentioned earlier. Finally, manufacturing DEAs in a prestretched manner allows for easier application of elements, as they are naturally more spaced out.
However, pre-stretching does take time, and so an alternative was considered to eliminate the step.
A separate elastomer was acquired, which was half as thick as the original VHB 4905. This thinner
material would eliminate the need to pre-stretch, since it is already at the thickness achieved via
the pre-stretching operation otherwise performed. Unfortunately, the new material had a host of
drawbacks.
Being much thinner than the current VHB, it naturally followed that this new material was
much less stiff. This lack of stiffness proved quite problematic, as it became difficult to achieve
previously simple tasks. Being under less tension than the regular VHB (due to not needing any
pre-stretching) and being less stiff on its own led to this new material deflecting significantly more
when touched or handled. Removing the backing proved difficult and became much more delicate
a process. Adhering the Kapton fibers remained simple but removing the Kapton’s adhesive
backing pulled on the thinner VHB significantly more, which frequently led to manufacturing
failures due to self-adhesion. When applying the carbon powder electrode, the gentle press of the
brush on the VHB deflected it significantly downwards, pulling away from the stencil edge and
allowing extra conductive carbon powder to get closer to the edge, increasing the likelihood of
arcing.
The most significant reason for discarding this new material though, came in the form of
extremely poor actuation stretch during hanging mass tests. Once an actuator had been successfully
built, it underwent the same hanging mass test procedure as the regular actuators. Not only was
this new material extremely difficult to handle without critically breaking, but it also performed
quite poorly when subjected to similar conditions. For these reasons, this material was no longer
considered to be a viable option for DEA manufacturing, despite its theoretical benefits.
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Three-Layer Actuators
As mentioned, the manufacturing capabilities present to this group do not allow for the creation of
a DEA which can individually suspend the weight of a human foot. This reality led to the necessity
of stacking many parallel planar DEAs to achieve the required strength. The first attempt at this
took the form of a three-layer actuator.

Figure 11: Comparison of poorly and well-aligned three-layer actuators

The intent behind creating a three-layer actuator was that if the bottom layer, middle
layer(s), and top layer could be assembled and their fibers aligned well, then the same
manufacturing process could be extended to an arbitrary number of layers. The alignment of fibers
was especially important at this stage in the project, as there was yet nothing preventing parallel
actuators from adhering, allowing for a likely misalignment of fibers, reducing the active area of
the system and therefore its total performance capacity. Figure 11 visually highlights the
importance of proper fiber alignment. On the left, fibers adhering to misaligned fibers on adjacent
actuators will significantly inhibit displacement.
While the theory behind extending the three-layer actuator process to the required number
of layers has benefits, some problems encountered prompted a return to the use of individual
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actuators in assembly, rather than three-layer units. The most significant roadblock in this design
was the inability to access the interior actuators. To ensure alignment, the Kapton endplates were
used to adhere actuators together, which prevented easy and repeatable access. This encasement
of the interior actuators additionally increased the difficulty in determining failure modes and
locations.

Figure 12: Nested assembly method for three-layer actuator manufacturing

Additionally, the first-pass manufacturing method proved even more difficult than the
original method for single-layer actuators due to a nesting method for aligning fibers requiring a
larger area to be manually pre-stretched. Figure 12 shows how increasing the size of frames to
allow nesting drastically increases the difficulty in pre-stretching the VHB. Both the difficulty in
examining interior actuators and the challenges of manufacturing permanently grouped actuators
led to this design alternative being discarded.
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2.4 Final Design

Figure 13: Final actuator design

The final design for each single-layer DEA, shown in Figure 13, was a result of the iterative design
work done to optimize manufacturability and increase actuator performance and reliability. The
ideal actuator design minimizes time spent on each step of the manufacturing process, while
ensuring that as few actuators fail as possible.
The elastomer base for our actuators is 3M’s VHB 4905. Before being placed on the
assembly frame, it is prestrained 400% in the width direction, and 250% in the length direction.
Each assembly frame has a width of 62 mm and a length of 122 mm, leading to a removed length
of approximately 60 mm.
On each face of the elastomer, 12 Kapton strips of width 2 mm are placed at an even
spacing such that the gaps between the fibers and endplates is equal to the gaps between the fibers,
and with the adhesive side facing away from the elastomer.
Kapton endplates are placed at the ends of each actuator on both faces, with holes cut out
to allow for attachment points. These endplates have the same width as the overall actuator, a
length of 8 mm, and are placed with their adhesive side facing away from the elastomer, similar to
the fibers. Their 8 mm length is shortened from previous version to allow end-to-end assembly,
minimizing the overall inflexible length of the full actuator.
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A carbon powder electrode is applied to both faces of the actuator, with its top and bottom
edges touching the endplates, and a gap of approximately 10 mm between its edge and the actuator
edge.
On the adhesive endplates, small rectangular graphene sheets are placed such that they
overlap both the endplate and the carbon powder electrode. They are placed on opposite sides of
the opposing faces.
Around these electrode leads, additional Kapton endplates are placed, with adhesive side
downwards to allow handling without adhering to fingers and other attachment points. These
auxiliary endplates have channels cut out to not cover up the graphene leads.
Overlapping the graphene leads and extending past the back edge of the endplates, a small
rectangle of copper tape is adhered, to serve as the connection point for the external power supply.
Finally, powdered sugar is applied to any remaining uncovered VHB or Kapton fiber adhesive
along the edge, on both faces.
This final design for each individual DEA within the AFO proved to significantly minimize
the risk associated with manufacturing and testing, while simultaneously improving the ease of
manufacture as well. The details of the evolution of the manufacturing process to achieve this
design is detailed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
MANUFACTURING

This chapter details the primary contributions of this work to the body of knowledge related to
dielectric elastomer actuators. While manufacturing methods for low volume production runs of
DEAs exist, these are relatively imprecise, and the uniformity from actuator to actuator is low.
High volume manufacturing of DEAs is also achievable, but at great cost, both financially, and in
terms of floor space. The manufacturing method detailed here is intended to be able to be replicated
by dedicated individuals or small labs with limited floor space.

3.1 Early Manufacturing
The final design of the DEA and its associated manufacturing methods and requirements was a
product of the choices made and challenges encountered in the early stages of the project. In the
following paragraphs, early manufacturing challenges and DEA observations will be detailed
which served as motivation for the final design and manufacturing method.

Elastomer Prestretching
Prestretching the VHB elastomer was first achieved manually, with the use of stretch-around
frames. The design choice was made to pre-strain the elastomer by 400% in the width direction
and 250% in the length direction during manufacture. The 250% pre-strain was only present during
manufacture, because once the completed actuator was freed from the assembly frame, it would
relax longitudinally, while the width-direction would stay constrained, hence the name.
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Figure 14: Early manufacturing VHB stretch-around frame, with alignment notches

Achieving this prestretch initially took the form of manual operation and alignment. Based
on the desired 400% by 250% pre-strains, and the desired final dimensions, a template card was
created. This card served to indicate how much VHB to cut from the supply. Upon removal, one
of the backings of the VHB was removed, and a second template card place on the bare VHB.
Using this second template, a rectangular perimeter with evenly spaced alignment tick marks was
drawn onto the VHB. The second face’s backing was removed, and one corner of the free VHB’s
drawn alignment rectangle was placed on the corresponding corner of the 3D printed stretcharound frame, shown in Figure 14.
The following was the early-stage manufacturing step which had the highest amount of
risk. After aligning one corner of the VHB to the frame, each side of the rectangle had to be
stretched to align the drawn ticks with the ticks present in the stretch-around frame. This had to be
done carefully and slowly, and even still proved difficult and dangerous. It was found that moving
from midpoint to midpoint of unstretched regions proved the safest manner of manual prestretching.
Countless attempts at manufacturing early DEAs were lost due to the VHB ripping during
the pre-stretching phase. Often, the elastomer would rip along a stretching edge when it was
extended too quickly. Sometimes, an existing microtear would go unnoticed, but would eventually
rip open even once it had already been adhered. Although skill built up over time manufacturing
DEAs, a better solution would be needed to manufacture enough for the final actuator.
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Width-Constraining Fiber Application
Kapton tape was used as the width-constraining fiber material for this project. For the sake of
uniformity of performance and consistency between actuators, it is best to maintain a uniform
width and spacing of fibers. Early attempts at this were mostly successful in terms of these goals
but proved costly in terms of time and effort.
In addition to the early stretch-around frame for elastomer pre-stretching, a 3D printed fiber
alignment frame was utilized as well, shown in Figure 15. Kapton tape was cut from the roll in
approximate lengths, and the backing removed. The single fiber was pressed down into the notches
on the frame. This was repeated for all fibers for one face of the actuator, i.e. 24 times between the
two faces for the final design of 12 fibers. From this point, the fiber frame was flipped to be fiberside down, aligned with the stretch-around frame, and then pressed down (together) onto the prestretched VHB.

Figure 15: Early fiber alignment frames for adhering fibers to VHB

Misalignments can occur at many points in this process. When flipping the frames to adhere
to the elastomer, fibers which were not pressed strongly enough can fall off, sometimes even
completely lying flat and askew on the elastomer, necessitating a new base. Although alignment
pins were used to keep the opposing fiber frames together, this did not completely eliminate the
issue.
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Figure 16: 3 mm Kapton fibers from a supplied roll of tape, highlighting width variations

Additionally, the Kapton cut from the tape roll was not as uniform as desired, varying 50%
to even 100% of its intended width, as highlighted by Figure 16. Any deviations from perfect fiber
alignment on opposite sides of the elastomer means a reduction in potential performance, due to a
decrease in the available active area.

Figure 17: 2 mm Kapton fibers created from roller-cutter

One alternative to the problem of varying fiber width from the tape roll was the use of a
roller-cutter, intended for cutting thicker papers in a straight line. A single large sheet of Kapton
was placed on the device and slid over past the cutting line by the width of the desired fiber. This
device certainly ensured that the tape was cut in a straight line, but required significantly more
time for a marginal gain, without truly achieving boosted width control. Figure 17 shows the slight
improvement in width-control. Similar to the problem of the elastomer pre-straining, a more robust
solution would be needed for a full-volume manufacturing run.
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3.2 Principles
Two overarching principles guided the path towards the final manufacturing method. The first was
the desire to eliminate as much use of fine motor skills as possible, such as preparing and applying
materials by hand. The second principle in developing our manufacturing method was to use
consumer-grade fabrication tools whenever possible. The goal was that in the combination of both
of these philosophies, a manufacturing method could be produced that is simultaneously precise
and repeatable, yet still cost-effective and achievable.
Eliminating fine motor skills and hand alignment is key to increasing the precision and
repeatability of a manufacturing method. Unassisted, the placement and orientation of elements by
hand could vary by up to half a millimeter, done manually. When elements such as the widthconstraining fibers have dimension on the order of two millimeters, small variations such as these
are proportionally much more significant. Solutions arose to this problem in the form of creating
assembly alignment jigs, frames, and fixtures.
An Ultimaker 3000 desktop 3D printer was used to fabricate the bulk of these tools,
representing the second principle of the manufacturing process. Because the dimensions of the
DEAs were well within those of this 3D printer’s build-plate, assembly tools could be prototyped
and implemented in the span of hours, rather than waiting on traditional fabrication techniques.
Furthermore, dimensional accuracy could be closely controlled, due to the iterative nature of
designing parts for 3D printing. If a part or tool finished printing and was inappropriately sized or
fitted, it could simply be reprinted after modifying the dimension in question with the CAD
software. This flexibility allowed for a freedom in exploring creative solutions to manufacturing
challenges without the concerns and constraints of traditional fabrication methods. Furthermore,
fabrication of these components with a consumer-grade 3D printer means that these tools can be
recreated by any group with access to a regular FDM 3D printer.
In addition to using a 3D printer for tool fabrication, the second contribution to the
elimination of fine motor skills and hand alignment is the use of a Cricut machine. This is a
consumer-grade cutting machine intended for CNC-type cutting control of planar materials, often
used in the crafting/scrapbooking realm. It found particularly beneficial use to us, as the DEA
design called for flatness, allowing this machine to be used.
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Rather than cutting Kapton tape for the width-constraining fibers and endplates from a roll or from
a sheet with a roller-cutter, the specific fiber shape could be fed to the Cricut machine, and a precise
shape could be cut, with features generated reliably down to the order of 0.5 mm. Furthermore,
leaving the Kapton fibers on the adhesive backing but removing the excess material can maintain
the relative position of elements, allowing the full set of fibers to be placed in the input SVG file,
at the true size and spacing. With work that will be detailed in section 3.4.1, a method was found
that allowed certain elements to be cut only through the Kapton layer, and other cuts to be made
completely through the backing. In this way, the alignment and positioning of each fiber and
endplate was achieved by the Cricut machine, significantly removing human error from the
equation.
The removal of fine motor skills and thereby the majority of opportunities from human
error significantly improves the precision and repeatability of this manufacturing method.
Factoring in the creation of the tools required via consumer-grade fabrication platforms, and this
method achieves a reliability disproportionate to its low cost and floor space required.

3.3 Final Manufacturing Process
This section will provide an overview of the manufacturing process, before the following sections
detail the creation and use of the tools utilized, in the order they are used during the manufacturing
of a single DEA.
The outline of our manufacturing process is the following:
1. Prepare materials for actuator assembly
a. Cut cards of fibers from Kapton
b. Cut sheet of endplates from Kapton
c. Cut out small rectangle of VHB 4905
2. Pre-stretch VHB with scissor-linkage mechanism
3. Adhere assembly frames on both sides of VHB
4. Cut away excess VHB, and remove scissor-linkage mechanism
5. Peel away excess Kapton from fiber cards
6. Adhere fiber card to both sides of VHB, with the Kapton backing facing away
7. Remove backing, and adhere additional endplates, adhesive side towards the actuator
8. Draw carbon powder electrode on both sides
9. Add powdered sugar to remaining exposed adhesive
10. Add graphene leads and copper leads
11. Remove from assembly frame
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This process is summarized visually in Figure 18 and described in further detail in Figures
19 and 20. Note that these diagrams begin once the VHB has been pre-stretched onto the assembly
frame, starting in step 1, i.e. the numbering listed above is not intended to match the numbering in
Figure 18. Furthermore, the steps detailed here are to be performed on both sides of each assembly
frame. Only one side is shown for clarity’s sake. For example, in step 2 below, Kapton fiber cards
should be placed on the “top” and the “bottom” side of the actuator. In step 5, the additional end
plates should go on both sides, and so on.

Figure 18: Summary of manufacturing process
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Figure 19: Manufacturing part 1
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Figure 20: Manufacturing part 2
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3.4 Hardware, Tooling, and Jigs
The use of tools and methods which are easily attainable represents the primary benefit of this
manufacturing method. These tools used may be split into several categories, which will be
detailed in the following subsections in the order they are used during the manufacturing process.

3.4.1 Cricut

Figure 21: Cricut Maker machine used for CNC Kapton cutting

The Cricut machine, shown in Figure 21, has proven an invaluable tool for improving the precision
and repeatability of this manufacturing process. Using the machine’s controlling software, it can
be provided an input SVG file, which it interprets as a trajectory to either draw using an ink tooltip,
or in our case, cut using a blade tooltip. Cut pressure can be defined at the start of the job but
cannot be modified within the SVG input file.
Originally, the SVG files for the cut trajectories were created using Inkscape to manually
draw out the desired shape. However, it was found that the Cricut interpreted these files in a
relatively unpredictable manner. Being unable to control the specific order in which the fibers are
cut led to cutting failures and unusable materials.
To alleviate this problem and to achieve a parametrically defined cut path, the specific
SVG file was changed to be generated using a Python script which utilizes the “svgwrite” library.
This script is included in Appendix A. The final cut path generated is shown in Figure 22. Each
geometric element of the path is implemented using basic SVG geometries, written to the output
file in the desired sequential cutting order. For example, each fiber is defined within the generator
as a horizontal line, semicircle, a second parallel horizontal line, and a final semicircle to close the
loop.
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Figure 22: Python-generated SVG cut path file for Kapton fiber cards

An additional benefit of this method of fiber creation is the ease with which design changes
can be implemented. An example of this is rounding the ends of the fibers. In the original
manufacturing method (tape cutting), rounding the ends of fibers to reduce stress concentrations
would have drastically increased the manufacturing time required.
It is important to the process that the backing of the Kapton remains in place when the
fibers are initially applied. Because the Cricut maker can only apply a uniform cutting pressure, (a
pressure profile cannot be defined or linked to certain elements of the input SVG file) a
workaround was needed in order to ensure the backing was present in each fiber card, but the card
itself could still be separated and handled individually. This workaround took the form of a double
pass cut as defined by the cut SVG file along areas where it was desired that the backing be cut all
the way through. The cut pressure setting required tuning such that a single cut pass would cut
through the Kapton and leave the backing intact, and a double pass cut would cut through
everything. The successful implementation of this “two pass” cutting method allowed the fibers to
maintain their relative position during card application, since their backing was still present.
There were two primary cutting jobs performed with the Cricut during the DEA
manufacturing phase. Each job involved cutting as many components as could be fit from a single
large sheet of Kapton tape. The first was the layout of fibers and first layer endplates for a single
DEA. This was the cut which utilized the double-cutting method to allow for removal of Kapton
between fibers, while leaving the backing as-is. The second cutting job was cutting the additional
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endplates to be placed on the existing ones, covering up the adhesive and allowing for easier
handling.
It is beneficial to leave the inter-fiber extra Kapton adhered to the backing until the moment
before application. This helps keep dust and other possibly damaging contaminants away from the
delicate VHB elastomer for as long as possible. Wiping dust off bulk-cut fiber cards such as these
is a good practice.

3.4.2 Scissor Linkage Mechanism
As discussed in section 3.1, the original method for pre-stretching the VHB elastomer prior to
element application was time-consuming, difficult, and had a high propensity for material failure.
Introducing the scissor-linkage mechanism to the manufacturing process was a turning point in the
project, as it enabled manufacture of DEAs at a significantly higher rate.

Figure 23: Scissor linkage mechanism
The scissor linkage mechanism, shown in Figure 23, assists in ensuring a truly uniform
pre-stretching, and eliminates the bulk of manual interaction with the VHB. This mechanism
comprised of four scissor linkages, which connect to create a rectangle. The pins on the inside of
the rectangle were topped with cap nuts, to provide a smooth surface on which to adhere the VHB.
As four handles connected to the midpoint of each scissor-linkage are pulled apart, the VHB
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undergoes a uniform stretching. Uniformity is achieved from the property of scissor-linkages
wherein their connecting points remain uniformly spaced, regardless of the overall length.

Figure 24: Scissor linkage mechanism stretch-around frame

Using this scissor-linkage mechanism not only ensures uniformity of pre-stretch but allows
for much better control of the exact pre-stretch ratios as well. A component known as a “stretcharound” frame, shown in Figure 24, is 3D printed, with evenly spaced notches for each of the pins
of the scissor-linkage to slip into. The mechanism is initially placed around a small frame, which
corresponds to the size of the un-stretched VHB from which the actuators are manufactured. A
small rectangle of VHB is cut from the source, and its backing is removed. It is then adhered on
the inner pin cap nuts of the collapsed scissor-linkage mechanism. Special care must be taken to
ensure that the VHB is properly adhered: it is beneficial to include a small amount of extra to hang
over the edge of the nuts, to prevent slippage when stretching.
At this point, the remaining backing of the VHB is quickly removed. It is beneficial to peel
a small corner of the backing away before adhering the VHB to the pre-stretching mechanism, so
that there is less adjustment required once it is in position. The backing must be removed quickly,
in a quick ripping motion, so that the force does not translate to peeling the VHB away from the
cap nuts. After the second backing is removed, the VHB is isolated on the scissor-linkage
mechanism, and ready to be pre-stretched.
The assembly is lifted above a larger stretch-around frame: a set of three adjacently merged
actuator assembly frame receptacles with notches on the perimeter for the screws of the scissorlinkage. The four handles are pulled at the same time, pre-stretching the VHB, and the expanded
mechanism is then set into the notches. At this point, the full pre-stretch has been achieved, and
the element application phase of the assembly begins.
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3.4.3 Assembly Frames
The use of assembly frames provides a foundation for the actuator manufacturing process. Thanks
to their manufacture via 3D printing, changes in dimension and size are easily achievable, and can
serve to easily control the resulting actuator dimensions.

Figure 25: Large stretch-around frame, with slots for three smaller frames

The first of these assembly frames is the aforementioned large stretch-around frame, shown
in Figure 25. It is onto this bulk frame that smaller assembly frames are placed, and the first half
of the majority of the manufacturing work is done. Two primary benefits are achieved by using
this component.
The first is an improved elastomer pre-stretch orientation control. We decided to pre-stretch
the elastomer by 400% in the width direction, and 250% in the length direction during
manufacturing. As this pre-stretch is different in the two directions, ensuring the assembly frames
match the orientation of the pre-stretching is important in order to avoid creating skewed actuators.
The inset notches for the scissor-linkage mechanism’s screws help to eliminate the need to orient
assembly frames by hand.
The second benefit of utilizing this component in the manufacturing process is reducing
the risk of accidental adhesion to the table. Although care is certainly taken to prevent accidental
bumps to the actuator during manufacture, some points in the process do necessarily involve
deflection, such as the application of the carbon powder electrode. Using this pedestal helps to
prevent accidental contamination and uncontrolled material interactions by ensuring that the
actuator does not touch anything unintentionally.
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Although this frame is the physical base for the manufacturing process, it is not the frame
that the actuators are adhered to during the process. Smaller, individual frames sandwich the prestretched elastomer and rest in grooves in the larger base. A pair of these frames is shown in Figure
26, prior to any additional elements aside from the pre-stretched VHB. These frames are designed
to be strong enough to resist the inwards tension from the pre-stretched elastomer, and to have
enough area to ensure proper adhesion.

Figure 26: A pair of assembly frames holding pre-stretched VHB

As these components are 3D printed on a glass bed, one side is glassy and smooth, while
the other is naturally textured according to the printing method. The textured side allows for greater
adhesion due to the increased surface area, at the cost of additional difficulty in removing excess
VHB, which the glassy side lacks. For this reason, we chose to orient the two frames in the same
direction, i.e. the VHB is adhered to one textured side and one glassy side, to help adhesion but
not create excessive additional cleanup work in the VHB removal. It is this smaller assembly frame
which serves as a base from which many points of hand-alignment and the use of fine motor skills
is eliminated.

3.4.4 Alignment Methods and Tools
The following tooling and choices represent the method by which the majority of hand alignment
and fine motor skills are eliminated from the manufacturing process. As all but a few of these tools
are 3D printed, small changes to actuator dimensions during the design iterations did not pose
significant challenges, as the manufacturing tools could be quickly updated appropriately.
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Kapton Fiber Card
As previously mentioned, the Kapton fibers and first-layer endplates are cut by the Cricut machine
in such a way that the backing is unaffected underneath and between the fibers but is cut
completely through around the template’s perimeter. This effectively creates a card with the fibers
and endplates arranged perfectly in shape and spacing. This card, which is added in step 2 in Figure
19, is dimensioned to exactly match the inner dimensions of the smaller assembly frames holding
each individual actuator. The card can then be placed with the Kapton side facing the VHB
elastomer into the interior of the assembly frame. Because the dimensions match and are CNC
controlled in their physical creation, human error has been significantly reduced in this step.

Alignment Pins
Once the width-constraining fibers and the first layer endplates are adhered to the elastomer base,
the second layer endplates which prevent adhesion between actuators must be adhered. To ensure
that the placement is precise and there is neither uncovered adhesive nor a reduction in active area,
alignment pins are used. These pins are placed in a jig which matches the spacing of the two bolt
holes built into each endplate, and the distance between the endplates. In this way, four pins can
be pressed through the existing endplate holes into this jig on the underside of the actuator, and
the second layer endplates can be slid down onto the existing ones via these alignment pins. This
procedure is shown visually by step 4 in Figure 19.

Electrode Stencil
After all endplates have been applied to the actuator, the compliant carbon-powder electrode must
be applied. To achieve uniformity, a 3D printed stencil component was created, and placed onto
the actuator, as shown by steps 6 and 7 in Figures 19 and 20, respectively. This stencil not only
defined the gap between the electrode and the edge of the elastomer in the width direction, but also
helped to ensure that the active area was maximized via the electrode extending all the way to the
endplates. The stencil covered the endplates to prevent carbon powder from unintentionally
spilling onto an area of one actuator which contacts an oppositely charged area of an adjacent
actuator, allowing leakage current.
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Figure 27: Early stencil for carbon powder electrode application

The inclusion of the electrode stencil improves the application accuracy of the carbon
powder onto the actuator. Approximately 1/32 teaspoon of carbon powder is spooned onto the
surface of the actuator, and it is spread with a small sponge to fill in the rectangular cavity of the
stencil. As with each step in the manufacturing process, this step is repeated on the opposite side
of the actuator as well, thereby creating the parallel plates which allow for the comparison of DEAs
to parallel plate capacitors. Care must be taken to ensure that the stencil adheres to the elastomer
enough to prevent the carbon powder from spilling out underneath it. However, pressing the stencil
on the actuator with too much force can be immediately damaging as well. As the specific amount
of carbon powder applied was relatively imprecise, this is a point of necessary improvement in
future work.

3.4.5 Removal and Storage
The final method by which 3D printing custom tools has improved reliability and actuator quality
is in their removal from the assembly frame and storage after completion.
Removal of a completed DEA from its assembly frame is a delicate operation, and one that
can introduce additional failure methods if care is neglected. To ensure that no localized stress
concentrations are created, a parallel blade “cookie-cutter” device was implemented to improve
the removal process. A set of 6” blades were purchased, closely matching the internal length of
the small assembly frame. These blades were affixed to a 3D printed hand tool, which featured a
width nominally equivalent to the internal width of the assembly frame as well. The completed
actuator (still in its assembly frame) is set on a cutting board, and the cutter tool is gently set on
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top of the actuator. With a firm press downwards, the sides of the actuator are freed from the frame.
The only remaining points connecting the actuator to its frame are the regions of VHB between
the endplates and the top and bottom frame edges. As these small regions are merely extra material,
they can be gently torn to completely separate the newly completed DEA.

Figure 28: Parallel blades of the actuator removal tool

Upon freeing the DEA from its assembly frame, it should be stored in a non-damaging
method, to minimize the risk of external influences. The method employed in this project is the
use of a rectangular frame with four posts akin to the alignment pins. These posts are nominally
the same diameter as the attachment holes in the endplates but modified such that the actuators
have a slip-fit on the posts. This fit allows for easy storage and removal, as this is a relatively
frequent operation. They are spaced apart enough to ensure that the actuators remain in tension
during storage, which invites a planar, space-efficient shape.

Figure 29: Post-manufacturing storage frame
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND RESULTS

Throughout the course of this project, several experiments were run on actuators to determine their
effectiveness. These experiments were intended to validate whether the DEAs could function well
on their own, and within the context of an AFO assembly. Functioning well in the context of this
project means achieving a reasonable amount of actuation stretch without failure via a number of
methods.

4.1 Single Actuator Extension Tests
The first experiment run during this project is a test measuring the extension of a single actuator.
This took the form of a hanging mass test, which as the name implies, involves affixing a single
actuator to a stationary frame, and hanging a known mass from it to measure extension over time
at various voltage levels. The test platform for this method is shown in Figure 30.

Figure 30: Hanging mass test setup
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The purpose of this experiment is to give feedback on the quality of the actuator design.
Measuring how a single actuator responds to an optimized loading can guide improvements to the
design. The processed results of this experiment give an indication of how favorably the actuator
responds to an applied voltage. If the actuator barely responds, then design changes are needed.
Similarly, a high response (large actuation stretch for a given voltage) indicates a good actuator
design.
The overview for the testing procedure is outlined here:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Remove DEA from storage frame, and allow to relax for 5 minutes
Affix DEA to test frame, and leave hanging undisturbed for 5 minutes
Weigh the mass to be applied to ensure accuracy
Measure the length and width of the DEA’s electrode in its unstretched state
Attach the hanging mass to the free end of the DEA, and let it extend for 5 minutes
Measure the electrical capacitance of the DEA
Connect high-voltage electrode leads to the opposing faces of the hanging DEA
Raise the voltage across the leads to 0.5 kV, wait for 30 seconds
Continue increasing the voltage in increments of 0.5 kV every 30 seconds until either the actuator
fails, or until the final desired voltage is reached

From step 8 onwards, the actuator is measured, to allow for capturing of length data over
time. Early in the process, the video-tracking software Tracker was introduced, to allow for an
objective and minimally time-consuming method for length determination. From this plot of length
over time for a known voltage profile, important parameters may be determined.
Although DEAs do generally perform better at higher voltages, it is still beneficial to test
intermediate voltages as well. This is done to ensure that the selected operating voltage of 3 kV is
still appropriate and is not excessively energizing the DEA and lowering performance.
This testing plan was repeated for each actuator manufactured early on in the project. Often,
each SLA underwent this procedure multiple times, to gauge its performance over time. In steps 1
and 2, the 5-minute relaxation period was included to bring the SLA to a unified baseline level of
relaxation, to better compare separate actuators.
It is important to note that the only modification to this test plan came in the form of threelayer actuator testing. As mentioned in section 2.3, three-layer actuator groups were manufactured,
and needed to be evaluated to ensure that their performance matched those of the single-layer
actuators. The testing plan for single actuators was implemented here, with the modification that
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the weight was scaled according to the number of actuators included. In the three-layer actuator
case, the hanging mass was tripled to allow meaningful comparison to the single-layer case.

Figure 31: Typical extension curve for early testing, from an actuator manufacture on 9/9/18

Figure 31 shows the results for a typical SLA hanging mass test. This data is generated by
video-tracking the SLA using the Tracker software. The responses to step increases in voltage are
clearly visible, occurring in multiples of 30 seconds. The decrease in stiffness is shown as well,
with an equilibrium length taking longer and longer to reach at each voltage level. Indeed, in most
tests equilibrium as not reached at 3 kV, even after the predetermined 30 seconds.

Figure 32: Actuation stretch for the same test
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However, a more meaningful plot in terms of quantifying the effectiveness of the DEA
design is one of the form shown in Figure 32. These actuation stretch plots are generated by
examining the length over time plots (Figure 33) and dividing by the initial length the lengths
immediately before stepping up the voltage (Appendix B). In this way, we determine what percent
of the its initial length the SLA reaches after being held at a certain voltage for 30 seconds. In
Figure 34, at the target operating voltage of 3 kV, actuator 180905 achieved a 16% increase in its
original length after 30 seconds.

Figure 33: Results curve from a failed actuator, manufactured on 8/22/18

Figure 33 shows the results of early-stage manufacturing actuator tests in which failure was
observed. As evidenced by the lack of further data, this actuator failed at 1.5 kV. It is interesting
to note that this actuator, though failed, was able to achieve a greater actuation stretch at its final
voltage than the actuator shown in Figure 32. The failure methods were recorded as well, to give
an indication as to the most common methods.
The failure method this actuator exhibited is shown in Figure 34. The red circle points out
the arcing that occurs, one of the most common failure methods. This failure occurs when the
opposing electrodes come too close towards each other, and a conducting path is made through the
air. The heat generated from this arcing melts the VHB elastomer and further connects the two
electrodes, permanently failing the actuator and inhibiting functionality.
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Figure 34: Failure point for 180822J1 circled in red

It is important to note that this failure by arcing is merely a symptom of an underlying issue
with the manufacturing process. As shown in this figure, it is clear that the inwards retraction and
extension of the VHB is not occurring at the same rate throughout the actuator. In the middle, there
is significantly more present than at the top and the bottom, indicating that the middle portion of
this actuator was pre-stretched more than the top and bottom portions, i.e. a non-uniform prestretching occurred. This extra prestretch causes a greater inwards retraction once freed from the
assembly frame, pulling the corners of the active area adjacent to the fibers closer together, which
in turn increases the likelihood of arcing. Furthermore, this uneven distribution of extension could
point to why it is that this earlier actuator experienced a greater actuation stretch at this voltage
than the actuator 180905 (Figure 34), even though the later actuator was able to go on to operate
at the full target voltage.
Comparing 2 mm Fibers and 3 mm Fibers
Because of the frequency of failures found by this method, we desired to modify the design to
reduce the likelihood of this occurrence. As mentioned in section 2.3, this design change took the
form of a switch to using twelve 2 mm fibers, rather than eight 3 mm fibers, in order to reduce the
gap between fibers and make it more difficult for the VHB to creep inwards.
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Hanging mass testing continued on the updated design, and a comparison of the failure
rates between actuator designs shows a clear picture of the improvement in quality. Note that here,
failure rate is defined as an unintentional failure. Several tests were done where the actuator was
deliberately driven until it failed, attempting to determine not only the voltage at which this
occurred, but also the performance immediately prior to failure. In most of these cases, the
actuators exceeded the target operating voltage of 3 kV, which led to their classification as an
intentional failure. These intentional failures are listed as passes in the table below, as they
successfully met the target operating voltage. However, in a handful of these drive-to-failure tests,
the actuators failed below the target operating voltage of 3 kV, leading to their inclusion in the
unintentional failure list.

Table 2: Hanging-mass test pass/fails at 3kV versus the days since they were manufactured
Fiber Width

3 mm

2 mm

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
14 30
Days Since Mfg. 0
Actuator
180822J1
F
180822R1
P
180824J1
P
180827J1
P
F
180827J2
P
P
180827J3
P
F
180827J4
F
180829J1
P
180905J2
P
F
180905J3
P
F
% Failed
0% 0% 40% 40% 40% 60% 60% 70%
181008J1
P
P
181010J1
P
181024J1
P
P
P
181024J2
P
190114A1
P
P
P
% Failed
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
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This table represents the results of every hanging-mass test performed on the various earlymanufacturing actuators created. A couple of important trends can be observed. First, when
failures are present, they occur after the actuator has sat unused for at least one day. This lack of
failures immediately after manufacture supports the idea that failure increase in likelihood as time
goes on, matching the theory of the VHB “creep” slowly increasing the chance of arcing. Second,
the lack of failures in the 2 mm fiber width case supports the claim that decreasing the space
between fibers in the active area will make the inwards retraction which boosts arcing failure
chances more difficult.
The successes of the 2 mm FW SLA trials gave a confidence that an operating voltage of
3 kV was appropriate. At this voltage, we could be confident that the majority of actuators would
not fail. After making tweaks to improve manufacturability, we forged ahead with the final design,
and began implementing post-manufacturing validation tests.
4.2 Post-Manufacturing Validation
The second experimental method used in this project is one that determines if a manufactured DEA
will survive inclusion in the full orthosis assembly. This is done to save time in the long run by
eliminating faulty actuators from the pool of those to be included in the final orthosis and
preventing unnecessarily frequent disassembly.

Figure 35: Post-manufacturing validation test platform
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The post-manufacturing validation test was simpler than the hanging-mass extension test.
Here, the completed actuator was placed on the static frame shown in Figure 35, which featured
copper-tape electrode leads, connecting to the actuator’s matching copper leads. A matching frame
was clamped on of the actuator, to ensure proper electrode contact. This test’s goals are twofold:
to ensure that each actuator manufactured can withstand small changes in the operating voltage,
and that each actuator can withstand the operating voltage for an appropriate amount of time.
A testing voltage of 3.2 kV was selected to represent a voltage slightly higher than the
desired operation level. If each actuator was tested only at the operating voltage, and there is a
spike, we are no longer able to say with confidence that all will survive.
Each actuator was held at this elevated voltage for 30 seconds as well. Similarly, if the
manufactured DEAs are brought up to the appropriate voltage and immediately dropped, no
information is gained about their long-term stability.
The results of this experimental method are binary pass/fails for each actuator
manufactured, where an actuator would pass if the voltage was maintained and would fail if a static
electrical current was detected. By the point in the project this method was implemented, changes
to the actuator design were essentially finished, so the overall results from performing these tests
was the percentage of actuators that failed in the final manufacturing method.
The validation of actuators provided two benefits. The first, was that actuators incapable
of withstanding the full operating voltage for one reason or another, would be preliminarily weeded
out of the selection pool, saving time in the long run by preventing unnecessary disassembly and
reassembly should an individual actuator fail. The second benefit was that it served as a way to
quantify the success rate of the manufacturing method in producing actuators.
Other measurements were taken during these tests, such as each actuator’s electrical
capacitance and equivalent series resistance, but these measurements served more to inform the
design of the power supply than to quantify performance [1].
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Validation fails,
40
Post-validation
fails, 24

Final passes, 112

Figure 36: Distribution of post-manufacturing validation tests

Of the 176 single-layer actuators tested individually, 136 passed, and 40 failed by this
validation test, yielding a pass-rate of 77%. From the successful SLAs, early assemblies were
tested to guide the development of the full AFO’s assembly and testing process. Naturally, SLAs
failed during this process, which allowed for a better understanding of the requirements of an array
of DEAs. 24 SLAs failed during this process, meaning that of the total number of manufactured
SLAs, 64% were available for inclusion in the final AFO.

Figure 37: Common failure method during post-manufacturing validation
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Of all failures, by far the most common location was the interface between the carbon
powder electrode and the powdered-sugar edge-liner, and at the edge of a fiber, shown in Figure
37. Of the 40 failures, 17 were found at these points. Failures at these points highlight one of the
remaining challenges of the manufacturing method used.
In the manufacturing method used, the carbon powder electrode was applied to the VHB
elastomer by spooning approximately 1/32 tablespoon onto the adhesive surface and spreading it
with a small sponge. This was the most subjective stage of the manufacturing process, as it was up
to the manufacturer how much powder to initially use, and at what point the spread powder is
deemed “uniform.” Achieving a uniform spread is also difficult at the edges of the stencil, as the
pressure applied by the sponge in spreading the carbon powder can gently separate the adhesive
elastomer from the stencil, occasionally allowing excess carbon powder to fall past the desired
bounds. The most frequent location for failures in the final design of each actuator coinciding with
the least controlled portion of the manufacturing process is not surprising. Small variations can
lead to localized stress concentrations much easier than a uniform and controlled process. Failures
of this type indicate a need for future work in finding an improved electrode application method.

4.3 Full Actuator Tests
The final experimental methods served to say whether our batch of manufactured DEAs meets the
overarching AFO requirements. Many tests were performed in order to quantify the performance
of the entire system, including both the DEA assembly and its power supply. Only the test most
relevant to the quality of the actuator design will be discussed, however. This took the form of a
step-input test.
Tests were performed on a benchtop testing platform used to simulate an ankle-foot system.
In this platform, a representation of a shin, ankle, and foot are all present, with the ability to
configure the weight of the foot via hanging masses on the underside of the movable bar. Figure
38 shows the 80-20 tube attachment components used, with a single actuator installed as a proof
of concept. In the final tests shown later, the top “shin” attachment point is raised to be 35 cm
directly above the “ankle” attachment point.
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Figure 38: Benchtop test platform scaled-down proof of concept
The step test is intended to characterize the full actuator’s ability to perform its most
fundamental task: lifting a foot. The procedure for this test is to bring the system to its operating
voltage and allow it to relax to the hard stop preventing the simulated foot from going
unrealistically low. Once this point has been reached, the voltage is suddenly switched off, and the
foot is lifted by the suddenly stiffer actuator assembly. The test will be deemed successful if an
appropriately weighted foot can be lifted effectively by the actuator assembly.
This final round of tests was performed on the full actuator, assembled from 81 individual
single-layer actuators. The individual actuators used all had the same design and were stacked 27
layers in parallel by 3 actuators in series. The goal of the full battery of tests was to demonstrate
that the entire system could be used to satisfy the requirements of an AFO, from the power supply
to the attachment methods to the actuator itself. However, only the aspects most pertinent to
actuator design and manufacturing will be discussed here.
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Figure 39: Test foot's angle w.r.t the horizontal during step trial

Figure 39, showing the video-tracked angle of the benchtop test platform during the
experiment, visually communicates the procedure performed. When energized to its operating
voltage, the actuator softens, allowing the angle of the foot to descend from its top hard stop
position to its bottom hard stop position at a high but decreasing rate. At approximately the 120
second mark, the voltage is turned off, causing the actuator to stiffen at a rate similar to the
relaxation stage. The first part of this test conveys an important message. The ability of the actuator
to soften and allow uninhibited relaxation to the lower range of ankle angle means that a welldesigned AFO of this type will not introduce any new obstacles to a normal gait cycle.
Highlighting the actuator’s response to the halting of applied voltage in Figure 40 shows
that the actuators, as designed, can achieve the most fundamental goal of the AFO: lifting a foot.
As with the relaxation time though, the speed at which this happens is still fairly slow. However,
this is due to an inherent problem of the selected material’s viscous effects. There is significant
internal friction in the VHB elastomer selected, resulting in a response time scale that is slow when
compared to a normal gait cycle period of approximately 1 second.
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Figure 40: Highlight of actuator's response to halting voltage

This test being a step application of the voltage rather than a relatively slow increase of the
voltage highlights an additional success of this design. Where in the hanging mass tests, the
actuator had time to relax as the voltage was increased slowly, in this case it was a sudden increase
to the operating voltage. It is important to note that the full assembly of SLAs still functioned well
in this more intensive test.

Figure 41: Angular position for 10 second gait cycle trials at various voltage levels
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A brief discussion on the effect of the magnitude of applied voltage on AFO performance
is important as well. Figure 41 shows the angular position of the benchtop AFO during a separate
set of tests, 10 second gait cycle trials at various voltage levels. What is critical to note is the
difference between amplitudes between the three voltages. At 2 kV, the change in angle is quite
small. However, as the original target voltage of 3 kV is approached, the angle changes are quite
large.

Figure 42: Sampled gait cycle data, highlighting 2.8 kV speed

In addition to a greater magnitude of angle change, the higher voltage case actuates quicker
as well. In Figure 42, it is clearly visible that the angular position of the 2.8 kV curve changes
much quicker than the 2.5 kV curve in both the relaxing and tensioning portions of the gait cycle.
Utilizing the appropriate voltage for DEAs is critical in achieving the full capacity of performance.
The results gained from performing the experiments discussed in this chapter served as a
guide for the project and its direction. Early single actuator extension tests, whether they performed
well or failed early, indicated that we were moving in the right direction, or needed to make some
changes. The post-manufacturing validation tests indicated that overall, the improved
manufacturing process was successful. Finally, the benchtop tests of the full actuator assembly
proved that the design of the actuators themselves can fulfill the requirements of normalizing a
gait cycle.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS

When designing dielectric elastomer actuators for application, the manufacturing methods and
resources available must be taken into consideration. In the case of this project, it was desired that
many DEAs would be manufactured, to be assembled into an AFO to assist dorsiflexion, which
necessitated many single actuators in parallel to achieve appropriate strength, and several in series
to achieve appropriate length change of the full actuator. In order to avoid wasting manufacturing
time, three things are necessary.
The mechanical capabilities of a single actuator, of which the full actuator is comprised,
must be known with confidence. This requirement necessitates an effective evaluation method for
individual actuators. Utilizing hanging-mass tests, we determined trends for actuator performance
as the manufacturing method evolved, and extrapolated the number required for the full AFO based
on the capabilities determined. This number was calculated so that we did not unknowingly make
more than necessary. Once the quantity of actuators required for a full assembly was known, we
moved on to manufacturing what ended up being a medium-volume production run.
The second aspect required to avoid wasting manufacturing time is that the process used
be efficient. Cutting time off a process that is repeated many times will create huge savings in the
long run. A successful method of achieving efficiency is eliminating the creation of elements by
hand, where possible. We achieved this most significantly through the inclusion of the Cricut
cutting machine. Feeding the Cricut Python-generated SVG cut-path files allowed for the
controllable and repeatable fabrication of a significant portion of DEA elements: the Kapton widthconstraining fibers, and endplates. Not only did this machine eliminate time spent hand-cutting
elements, but it also vastly improved the spacing and alignment of elements during application.
This improvement is directly related to the final aspect needed.
The third aspect needed to avoid wasting manufacturing time is confidence that each
actuator will be created in a consistent and repeatable fashion. Having confidence that each
actuator will perform consistently eliminates the need to create extra actuators as a buffer. We
achieved this consistency by using alignment frames and tools during manufacture to eliminate
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human error in element placement. Once elements were aligned either by placement in a matching
frame or via pins controlling position and rotation, each actuator could be treated as functionally
identical.
An important consideration in manufacturing methods is the cost, both in materials, time,
and space. For small labs, these can be limiting factors. The method developed in this project
achieves uniformity and precision at a low cost, both in materials and in space, using consumergrade CNC-controlled fabrication tools and readily available materials. The alignment tools were
not machined, but rather 3D printed to enable custom control of both function and dimension.
It is also important to avoid wasting assembly time. This is achieved by validating each
SLA immediately after it is manufactured. Our post-manufacturing validation testing helped to
eliminate actuators that would have been immediately problematic. A validation test that is even
more rigorous might have helped even more. Our testing plan could have been expanded to test
some percent past the target voltage and some percent past the target loading. To avoid slowing
the process down, the test stand could have been expanded to allow for bulk validation.
Finally, after developing and implementing this manufacturing and validation method to
create a medium-volume production run of DEAs, we assembled and tested a full actuator for an
AFO. We found that, as-designed and as-manufactured, our DEAs could be successfully integrated
into an AFO.
However, the thought process behind our manufacturing method is not limited to just this
context, as CNC-controlled fabrication is an incredibly powerful tool. Of interest to the author is
the use of the Cricut machine to vary the width and spacing of the width-constraining fibers used.
Throughout the course of this project, fiber width and spacing were assumed to be uniform.
Modifying this to change the total amount of constrained area from that used here, or even to give
each actuator a nonuniform thickness/spacing profile could overcome some limitations of the
carbon powder electrode’s resistance and more fully utilize the DEA by achieving greater actuation
stretch.
An additional area for improvement of this manufacturing method is the specific tolerances
of the 3D printed assembly tools. With patience, the gaps and fits between the various printed
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assembly tools could be improved to eliminate the small amounts of slop present, which could
further boost the uniformity from actuator to actuator.
The final area of improvement proposed is the carbon powder electrode application.
Presently, a 1/32 teaspoon amount is spooned onto the VHB, and spread using a small sponge.
This method is relatively imprecise compared to the other manufacturing methods utilized. The
use of a more uniform application method, such as an aerosol-based deposition with a specified
spray time could prove beneficial in creating uniformity between SLAs.
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APPENDIX A
PYTHON SVG CUT PATH GENERATION CODE

# Create a SVG of the fibers and endplates sticker
import svgwrite
from svgwrite import mm
from variables import *
from svgUtils import getFileVersion, rect, circ, line, path, Unminify
from math import sqrt
# File stuff
filename = 'fibers_#.svg'
ASK_UNMINIFY = False
# Returns string of svg path for circle with tabs
def circle_with_tabs(x, y, r, tab_width):
h = sqrt((r)**2-(tab_width/2)**2)
return (("M
("m
("a
("M
("m
("a
)

{},{}
{},{}
{},{}
{},{}
{},{}
{},{}

").format(x, y) +
").format(tab_width/2, h) +
0 0,0 {},{} ").format(r, r, 0, -h*2) +
").format(x, y) +
").format(-tab_width/2, h) +
0 0,1 {},{} ").format(r, r, 0, -h*2)

# Create endplate holes
def endplate_holes(svg_, x, y, leave_tabs=False):
if not leave_tabs:
circ(svg_,
x
+
(width
endplate_hole_spacing)/2,
y
+
endplate_height/2, endplate_hole_diameter/2) # Left hole
circ(svg_,
x
+
(width
+
endplate_hole_spacing)/2,
y
+
endplate_height/2, endplate_hole_diameter/2) # Right hole
else:
lPath = circle_with_tabs(x + (width - endplate_hole_spacing)/2, y +
endplate_height/2, endplate_hole_diameter/2, endplate_hole_tab_width)
rPath = circle_with_tabs(x + (width + endplate_hole_spacing)/2, y +
endplate_height/2, endplate_hole_diameter/2, endplate_hole_tab_width)
path(svg_, lPath)
path(svg_, rPath)
# Create Endplate
def endplate(svg_, x, y,offsetdir=1):
rect(svg_, 'corner', x, y, width,
Regular outline
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endplate_height,

endplate_fillet)

#

# Power slot
if endplate_height >= plate_height_threshold:
rect(svg_,
'center',
x
+
width/2,
y
+
endplate_height/2,
endplate_slot_width, endplate_hole_diameter, endplate_hole_diameter/2)
else:
# rect(svg,'center',x,y,w,h,corner_rad)
w = endplate_slot_width # Keep this constant -- independent of position
h = endplate_hole_diameter*(1-shrinkage_ratio) # Shrink it by 25% -Independent of position
corner_rad = h/2
delta = (endplate_hole_diameter - h)/2 # Difference in height required
to align top edge
use_x = (x+width/2) # Always keep it in the center
use_y = (y+endplate_height/2) + -offsetdir*delta # Set offsetdir = -1
for the bottomside
rect(svg_, 'center', use_x,use_y,w,h,corner_rad)
endplate_holes(svg_, x, y)
# Create fiber
def fiber(svg_, x, y, oversize=0): # oversize increases all borders of the fiber
to allow oversize cuts
rect(svg_, 'center', x + width/2, y, (width - fiber_width_gap*2)+oversize,
fiber_height+oversize, (fiber_height+oversize)/2)
# Create fiber sheet (with fibers and endplates)
def fiber_sheet(svg_, x=0, y=0):
# Create group
g = svg_.add(svg_.g())
# Fibers
fiber_total_height = height - endplate_height*2 # Total vertical distance
for fibers
fiber_spacing = fiber_total_height - (fiber_height * fiber_count) # Remove
area the fibers occupy
fiber_spacing = fiber_spacing / (fiber_count + 1) # Get spacing between
each fiber (edge to edge)
for i in range(fiber_count):
fiber(g, x, y + (endplate_height + fiber_spacing + fiber_height/2) +
(fiber_height + fiber_spacing) * i)
# Endplates
endplate(g, x, y)
endplate(g, x, y + height - endplate_height, offsetdir=-1)
# Outline (2 passes to cut through)
# Endplates already have a single pass, so just cut between them on the
sides
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line(g,
x, y + endplate_height-endplate_fillet,
x, y +
height - (endplate_height-endplate_fillet))
line(g, x + width, y + endplate_height-endplate_fillet, x + width, y +
height - (endplate_height-endplate_fillet))
rect(g, 'corner', x, y, width, height, endplate_fillet)
# Second pass for endplate holes
endplate_holes(g, x, y, leave_tabs=True)
endplate_holes(g, x, y + height - endplate_height, leave_tabs=True)
#######################################################################
# Get an available file path
filepath = getFileVersion(filename)
if generate_full_fibers_sheet:
sheet_width
=
(width
*
(sheet_fibers_count-1))
else:
sheet_width = width

sheet_fibers_count)

+

(sheet_spacing_x

# Create svg
svg = svgwrite.Drawing(filepath, size=(sheet_width * mm, height
viewBox=(('0 0 {} {}').format(sheet_width, height)), profile='full')
# Set style
svg.defs.add(svg.style(CSS_STYLES))
for i in range(sheet_fibers_count):
fiber_sheet(svg, (width + sheet_spacing_x) * i, 0)
# print((width + sheet_spacing_x) * i)
# Save file
svg.save()
print("Saved: " + filepath)
if ASK_UNMINIFY:
dominify = input("Unminify the file? y/n: ")
if dominify in ['y','Y','yes','Yes','YES']:
Unminify(filepath)
else:
Unminify(filepath)
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TRACKER ANALYSIS
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